Welcome to Inventerprise 2009
Here’s the challenge:

Imagine that climate change has caused the world’s deserts to greatly expand.
You will be awarded the 2050 United Nations Science Prize for the innovative
idea you devised in 2009 to help people better live in or near deserts.
What did you invent?
The following pages contain ideas to help you get started.
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Any Central Oregon student in Grades K‐12 may enter. In Grades K‐8, students may
enter in groups of up to three students. Only individual entries are allowed in the
high‐school competition.
Use any format you like for your contest entry. Examples are pictures, models, tapes,
descriptions, computer programs, dramas, or whatever medium best conveys your
ideas.
Entry deliveries will be accepted Wednesday, November 11, through Friday,
November 13. Entries must be received by 5 p.m. Friday, November 13, 2009. Please
bring or mail your entries to Bend Research Inc., 64550 Research Road, Bend, OR 97701.
Include your first and last name, teacher’s name, grade, and school name on the entry
form provided. Cut it out and attach it to your entry. Make sure your name is on each
piece of your entry. You’ll get your entry back if you check the box on the entry form.
Parents and teachers may be consulted, but don’t let grown‐ups talk you out of your
great ideas.
A panel will judge entries for creativity, originality, coolness, and how well ideas are
developed. Entries must not defy the laws of nature.
Fabulous prizes (specially designed T‐shirts) will be awarded to the top entrants. K‐8
winners will also be invited to a special Science Night presentation in their honor.
Less‐fabulous prizes will be awarded for good efforts.
A cash prize of $1,000 will be awarded to the best high‐school entry; second place will
receive $500. The student submitting the best middle‐school entry will choose between
a digital camera, iPod®, mountain bike, and season pass to Mount Bachelor.
Teachers in Grades K through 5 will share $1800 in gift certificates for classroom
supplies if more than half the students in their class participate. Visit our website for
details.
Winners will be announced by December 1, 2009.
Have fun!
For more information, go to our website at http://www.cocc.edu/inventerprise
or call Nate at 706‐8211 or Annie at 706‐8348.

Inventerprise is sponsored by Bend Research Inc. with help from the Bend‐La Pine School District
and Central Oregon Community College.

Topics To Consider
Agriculture

Low moisture and lots of sunshine. What’s your breakthrough idea?

Geography

Topography and weather make deserts. Generate new ways to modify these
influences.

Energy

Solar and wind are obvious ways to generate energy here. Can you think of any
new or improved energy sources from deserts?

Polar Deserts

Surprisingly, the polar regions receive little precipitation and these icy regions
are considered to be deserts. Opportunities abound.

Technology

What far‐out new gizmos are waiting to be invented that are based on desert
resources or animals?

City Planning

Your fantastic new idea may address new ways of living in desert cities.

Resources

A desert is more than skin deep. What’s under the surface may inspire you.

Water

Water is scarce in the desert. What are your ideas to help desert dwellers
collect/purify/store safe water?

Aquifers

Aquifers are underground rivers and lakes. Your innovation takes advantage of
these without causing problems elsewhere.

Ecosystems

Deserts support diverse fragile ecosystems. Your idea may enhance and protect
these ecosystems.

Transportation

Find ideas for improving transportation of cargo and people in the desert.

Health

Consider dehydration, exposure to sun, and other desert health issues.

Use these topics or create your own to get started in inventing your own means of dealing
with increased desertification.

Inventerprise 2009 Entry Form
Please Print

Grade ______ School ___________________________
Entry Title

First Name

Teacher

____________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

Last Name

Youth*
Small

Medium

Adult*
Large

Small

Medium

Large

*List your shirt size in case you win
Check this box if you want your entry returned
Make sure your name is on each piece of your entry.

Number of entry parts __________

(Please print or cut out this form and firmly attach it to your contest entry.)



Desert Facts
No one can say for sure how the Earth’s climate may change in the next few decades. One of the possibilities is that
the world’s deserts will expand. Here are some facts about deserts.
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Deserts take up about one‐third (33 percent) of the Earth's land surface. There are deserts large and small on every
continent.
A desert is a region that receives less than 500 millimeters (mm) (20 inches) of precipitation per year. Some may lose
more water by evaporation than falls as precipitation. Others define deserts even more stringently…receiving less
than 250 mm (10 inches) precipitation annually.
Many deserts, like the High Desert in Central Oregon, are formed by rain shadows as mountains block clouds from
more humid regions.
The Sahara Desert in Northern Africa is the world’s largest desert outside the polar regions. At 3.5 million square
miles, it is nearly as large as the United States or Europe. It is growing southward by as much as 30 miles per year.
The average annual rainfall is 100 mm, with half of the Sahara Desert receiving only 25 mm. The periods between
rains can be longer than a year. Dunes can reach as high as 200 meters (m).
The annual precipitation in the Arctic is low. Because cold slows evaporation, in the polar deserts humidity is high
and soils are moist during the short growth period. In the Arctic context, "desert" refers to extreme poverty of life.
The Arctic is also characterized by the presence of continuous permafrost. The depth of the active (seasonally
frozen) layer of the soil during the growing season depends on summer temperatures and varies from about 80
centimeters (cm) near the tree line to about 40 cm in polar deserts.
Antarctica is all desert...cold and frozen, but a vast desert nonetheless.
Desertification is the process by which arid and semi‐arid lands are converted into deserts. Global climate change
may affect wind and rainfall patterns in ways that promote desertification.
Thick outer skin minimizes water loss from many desert insects and reptiles and their eggs
Desert reptiles maintain a uniform body temperature by timing their daily activities to the movement of the sun.
Desert animals tend be active in the cooler night, avoiding the hottest hours by staying in burrows and caves. Their
urine is usually concentrated and their feces are dry.
Some desert toads survive by digging burrows as deep as 3 feet, where they live for 9 to 10 months at a time.
Plants need water just as much as animals do! It's an important aspect of how they extract energy from sunlight.
Many adaptations make it possible for plants to thrive in deserts.
Some desert plants, like the creosote bush, minimize water loss by having waxy leaves. Others, like Coachman’s
whip, have small leaves to limit water loss.
Cacti have no leaves. Their spongy flesh is used to store water. They have special cells that control evaporation
rates and their photosynthesis process is very efficient.
To obtain water, some desert plants grow deep roots. During dry spells, mesquite and creosote plants drop all
leaves and go dormant.
Plants harvested by humans from deserts include oranges, figs, olives, thyme, and magaria.
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